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Clip on Flip ups



Our “patented, all metal” flip up mechanism securely clips to the top of your plastic or metal frame, allowing you to obtain polarized, 100% UV protection with our superior polarizing lens system, protecting your eyes from the sun’s damaging rays and blinding glare. In addition, our polarized flip up clip on sunglasses lenses are also highly scratch resistant. The Clip on Flip ups glasses not only provides 100% UV protection but this amazing design protects your eyes from all angles, giving you a full protection from the sun’s damaging rays. You now have the convenience of just flipping them up or down while boating, fishing, or just driving your car. Our patented flip up “all metal” mechanisms are virtually unbreakable, and the metal mechanism from our proprietary “sticky” vinyl clip coating system protects your prescription flip up sunglasses lenses by preventing slippage and scratching.

Available Standard Polarized Lens Colors:     Brown      Grey       Copper       Yellow       Blu-Gard

Polarized Lenses:

The most important elements of your sunglasses are the lenses. Through advanced lens technology, polarized lenses selectively filter horizontally reflected, visually interfering light waves know as ‘glare’. The elimination of direct and ambient glare results in superior visual clarity, definition, color transmissions and optical comfort. They accomplish this feat through a process called ‘polarization’, much like a ‘venetian blind’ controls sunlight through a window. Polarized lenses have a laminated surface containing vertical stripes. These stripes only allow vertical polarized light to enter your eyes. Glare is eliminated because the horizontal light is unable to pass through the polarized filter. Polarized lenses are used in sunglasses to reduce glare from reflective surfaces such as a body of water, the hood of a car, or any surface the sun can bounce off of. The only way to eliminate glare is to place a polarized lens in its path.

Enhancing Lenses:

Yellow Polycarbonate: Provides Ultra Violet 400 protection against the suns damaging rays while enhancing visual clarity in low light conditions

Orange Polycarbonate: Provides Ultra Violet 530 protection against the suns damaging rays and is the color of choice for shooting and other outdoor activities in medium light conditions.

Driver Mirror Polycarbonate: Provides Ultra Violet 100 protection against the suns damaging rays and is the color of choice for driving or fishing in all weather conditions

Compuscreen Polycarbonate: Greatly reduces glare and is ideal for computer use at home or in office. Diminishes or eliminates eye fatigue.

A great benefit of polycarbonate lenses is that they offer ultraviolet (UV) radiation protection, protecting around 99% of these potentially damaging rays – it does not matter whether the UV rays are from direct sunlight, your computer screen or indoor lighting.
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Our “patented, all metal” flip up mechanism securely clips to the top of your plastic or metal frame, allowing you to obtain polarized, 100% UV protection with our superior polarizing lens system, protecting your eyes from the sun’s damaging rays and blinding glare. In addition, our polarized flip up clip on sunglasses lenses are also highly scratch resistant. The Clip on Flip ups glasses not only provides 100% UV protection but this amazing design protects your eyes from all angles, giving you a full protection from the sun’s damaging rays. You now have the convenience of just flipping them up or down while boating, fishing, or just driving your car. Our patented flip up “all metal” mechanisms are virtually unbreakable, and the metal mechanism from our proprietary “sticky” vinyl clip coating system protects your prescription flip up sunglasses lenses by preventing slippage and scratching.

Available Standard Polarized Lens Colors:     Brown      Grey       Copper       Yellow       Blu-Gard

Polarized Lenses:

The most important elements of your sunglasses are the lenses. Through advanced lens technology, polarized lenses selectively filter horizontally reflected, visually interfering light waves know as ‘glare’. The elimination of direct and ambient glare results in superior visual clarity, definition, color transmissions and optical comfort. They accomplish this feat through a process called ‘polarization’, much like a ‘venetian blind’ controls sunlight through a window. Polarized lenses have a laminated surface containing vertical stripes. These stripes only allow vertical polarized light to enter your eyes. Glare is eliminated because the horizontal light is unable to pass through the polarized filter. Polarized lenses are used in sunglasses to reduce glare from reflective surfaces such as a body of water, the hood of a car, or any surface the sun can bounce off of. The only way to eliminate glare is to place a polarized lens in its path.

Enhancing Lenses:

Yellow Polycarbonate: Provides Ultra Violet 400 protection against the suns damaging rays while enhancing visual clarity in low light conditions

Orange Polycarbonate: Provides Ultra Violet 530 protection against the suns damaging rays and is the color of choice for shooting and other outdoor activities in medium light conditions.

Driver Mirror Polycarbonate: Provides Ultra Violet 100 protection against the suns damaging rays and is the color of choice for driving or fishing in all weather conditions

Compuscreen Polycarbonate: Greatly reduces glare and is ideal for computer use at home or in office. Diminishes or eliminates eye fatigue.

A great benefit of polycarbonate lenses is that they offer ultraviolet (UV) radiation protection, protecting around 99% of these potentially damaging rays – it does not matter whether the UV rays are from direct sunlight, your computer screen or indoor lighting.
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→ What clip on flip up polarized lens colors do you offer? 

We offer Clip On Flip Up polarized sunglasses in a variety of colors, grey, brown and cooper. Each of those colors will make a difference depending on your needs. To learn more about the benefits of clip on flip up polarized lens colors, click here.



→ How to properly clean my clip on polarized sunglasses? 

Like any other sunglasses, handling, cleaning, and storing properly  your clip on flip up sunglasses will increase the lifespan of your sunglasses. With this in mind, VS Eyewear prepares a full guide of how to care for and clean your polarized clip on sunglasses, learn more here. 

→ Clip on Glasses – Care & FAQ’s



→ What Safety advice on wearing the clip ons? 

	The clip on sunglasses are designed for wearing outdoors in daylight to help shield your eyes from the sun’s glare.
	Never attempt to look directly at the sun even when wearing your clip on sunglasses.
	Never wear the clip on sunglasses for driving at night or where you may encounter low light conditions such as indoors, a forested area, or when going through a tunnel.
	We do not recommend the use of the clip on sunglasses for sport as the lenses are not designed to offer protection from impact.
	Never attempt to put on or take off your clip on sunglasses while driving, operating machinery, or carrying out sports.
	Ensure you check your clip on sunglasses regularly for any signs of wear and replace them if they are no longer safe to use or if the clips have been damaged.
	Do not wear your clip on sunglasses for any extended period outdoors in rainy conditions and never put them away in their case damp otherwise damage may result to the lenses, frame and case.




→ What do polarized clip on sunglasses look like? 

Polarized clip on sunglasses look like the frontal part of your regular sunglasses, with a light frame surrounding the lenses. They come in different lens shapes so you can choose the one that best fits the eyeglasses you want to wear them with.



→ Where can I buy non polarized clip on sunglasses? 

The best place to buy non polarized clip on sunglasses would be on our site at VS Eyewear, as we offer a variety of twenty different clip on shapes, all of which are available with non polarized lenses as well as polarized.  The only non polarized glasses that we stock are the Bright canary yellow.



→ Will the lenses of the clip on sunglasses scratch easily? 

We use our clip on sunglasses on a daily basis and have not experienced any scratching of the tinted lenses during normal use. We have had no reports from customers of this being a problem.



→ Do you have a sizing chart for your clip on flip up glasses? 

We sure do,  you can view the chart at the following.

Clip on Flip up Sizing Chart



→ How do I measure to obtain a proper fit for clip on flip up glasses? 

We created a complete guide explaining how to measure and how to know which clip on will fit better on top of your glasses. Please download:  Polarized clip on sizing guide



→ Are your Clip on glasses manufactured in the USA? 

Our patented flip-up clip-ons and full frame clip-ons have been proudly made with American Workers in the USA for over 40 years. Buy with pride!



→ What are polarized clip-on sunglasses? 

Polarized clip-on sunglasses are clip on lenses that are attached to eyeglasses and block 100% harmful UV rays and eliminate 99% of horizontal glare. With them, visual perception is optimized on the water, snow, in certain roads or buildings, and when driving.



→ How to clip on polarized sunglasses? 

To clip on polarized sunglasses to your glasses, first you squeeze the clip and place it near your nose bridge.  Release the clip on and just like that it is clipped onto your eyeglasses.



→ How much do polarized clip on sunglasses cost? 

Polarized clip on flip up sunglasses at VS Eyewear average $16.00/pair.



→ How long does it take for clip on sunglasses to be delivered? 

The clip on sunglasses at VS Eyewear are promptly delivered. The turnaround time for them to be at your doorstep, after placing your order, is about 7 business days in production time, plus the shipping method chosen at the checkout.



→ Can I wear clip on polarized sunglasses over transition lenses? 

Yes, you can use your polarized clip on sunglasses on top of your glasses with transition lenses. However, keep in mind this might affect the way your transition lenses will work.
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Wrap Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$24.95
View Product
	

TRXL Large True Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

G5 Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

H2 Medium Aviator Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

TRU Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

RD Round Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

X3 Large Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

G2 Large Square Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

G1 Large Aviator Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

D5 Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

CTF Cut to Fit Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

C1 Deep Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

C2 Narrow Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

X1 Small Rectangle Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

OVL Oval Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
	

XLO Lo Oval Clip On Flip Up Polarized Sunglasses

$15.99
View Product
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CLIP ON SUNGLASSES





Polarized Clip On sunglasses might be the solution you’ve been looking for. Wearing prescription glasses and finding a good pair of sunglasses to go with them is often a struggle. Maybe they do not fit over your current frame or you find it uncomfortable to wear two glasses simultaneously. Clip on sunglasses are the solution for that problem: with them, you can easily convert your prescription glasses to sunglasses.

The name of this frame is pretty straightforward: they are literally, as the name suggests, clip-on sunglasses. What that means is that it features dark lenses for sunlight protection in a frame that is clipped on over your regular glasses.

At VS Eyewear you find the best variety and the highest-quality clip-on sunglasses in the market. Here we offer a wide range of clip on glasses in multiple shapes, sizes and colors, so we have the right match for you no matter the style of your eyeglasses you have.

At VS Eyewear you find the best variety and the highest-quality clip-on sunglasses in the market. Here we offer twenty shapes of Visionaries clip ons, so we have the right match for you no matter the style of your eyeglasses. Plus, the frames of our Visionaries clip ons are available in multiple sizes with four different classic Frame colors – all to give you exactly what you need. And that’s not everything: VS Eyewear polarized Visionaries clip on sunglasses are available in a variety of different lens colors. Here the possibilities are endless.

At VS Eyewear we also offer the highest quality and best variety of clip-on flip-up sunglasses. Here we offer thirty shapes, so we have the correct match for you no matter the design of your eyeglasses. Plus, the clip-on flip-up sunglasses come in four polarized lens colors so you can get protection for all times of the day no matter the weather.







CLIP ON SIZE GUIDE





DOWNLOAD HERE















HOW TO USE CLIP ON SUNGLASSES FOR GLASSES





Visionaries Clip on sunglasses are very effective for eye protection, and one of the best things about them is how easy they are to use. Whenever you need protection from sunlight, you can quickly clip them onto your eyeglasses. To do that, you just have to fit its lateral holder to the side of your eyeglasses frame, adjust the spring bridge by stretching the clip on outward, and fit the other lateral holder to your eyeglasses. When they’re no longer needed, you can unclip them just as easily.

To put clip-on flip-up sunglasses on your eyeglasses, just squeeze the clip on the middle and insert the clips to the right and left side of your nose bridge. Make sure you squeeze the clip to take the sunglasses off your eyeglasses.

















SHOP CLIP ON FLIP UP SUNGLASSES







POLARIZED VS. NON POLARIZED CLIP ON SUNGLASSES

Clip on sunglasses are available in a variety of lens shapes, types and colors. One important aspect to note when choosing the best option for you is if they are polarized or non polarized clip on sunglasses. While all lenses available at VS Eyewear filter 100% of ultraviolet light up to 400nm, they do not necessarily give the same results.

Polarized clip on sunglasses, for instance, offer an extra layer of protection by reducing sun glare by up to 99.97%. This is an advantage in situations where reflected glare can be a hazard, such as driving. Plus, they optimize visual perception on the water and snow, so clip on polarized sunglasses for fishing also offer a great advantage. No matter the situation, wearing polarized clip on sunglasses also avoids eye fatigue.



ADVANTAGES OF POLARIZED
CLIP ON SUNGLASSES

Overall, clip on polarized sunglasses offer a lot of benefits. First, they are a practical item to carry and to use. Second, since they are much smaller than regular sunglasses, they are lighter and more comfortable than having to wear two glasses at the same time. Third, they are an extremely important item that provides protection to your eyes and vision when exposed to sunlight. Finally, they are inexpensive, offering a great cost-effectiveness for those who need to wear both prescription eyeglasses and clip on polarized sunglasses.

















SHOP VISIONARIES CLIP ON SUNGLASSES











HOW TO CLEAN YOUR CLIP ON GLASSES

Properly cleaning your clip on sunglasses will increase the lifetime of your product



Your clip on sunglasses may get dirty in a variety of ways. Maintenance of your clip on glasses will be the same as your prescription glasses or sunglasses. Gently clean your clip on glasses using a microfiber cloth and a gentle glasses cleaning solution.

The first step in prolonging the life of your clip on glasses is monitoring them for dirtiness and damage. If your clip on glasses lenses are dirty, it can impact your vision. Dirty glasses affect your vision and can cause accidents to happen. Spot check your lenses every day to ensure they have not become too dirty.




KEEP YOUR CLIP ON GLASSES CLEAN

1. ALWAYS CARRY A MICROFIBER CLOTH

The microfiber cloth will be gentle on your clip on glasses and will prevent them form getting scratched

2. HAVE A CLEANING SOLUTION

The cleaning solution is to clean and disinfect your clip on sunglasses with, wiping away dirt and debris.





USE LUKEWARM WATER TO CLEAN YOUR PRESCRIPTION SAFETY GLASSES

Simply submerge your clip on glasses in lukewarm water in the sink. Additionally, if pressure is needed to help clear away the dirt.

USE PURIFIED ROOM TEMPERATURE WATER TO CLEAN YOUR CLIP ON SUNGLASSES

Submerge your clip on glasses under running temperature room water and add non abrasive dish soap. Let it dry.











FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO




VS EYEWEAR CLIP ON RESOURCE CENTER
















 


 SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

Get vip access to new arrivals, promotions & more!
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